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I. What are Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies and Why Should We Care?

Blockchain is the underlying technology of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and Litecoin. The fundamental components of blockchain technology is 
the use of a highly encrypted, fixed or immutable distributed ledger, which is 
authenticated by a peer-to-peer network. 

Conceived in 2008 by someone using the name “Satoshi Nakamoto”. He published 
a whitepaper entitled, “Bitcoin: a Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”1. In short, his 
paper contemplates a system to allow online payments to be sent directly from 
one party to another without going through a financial institution. In lieu of a 
“trusted third party” and in reliance on cryptography for security, Satoshi 
proposed a network of time-stamped transactions (or “hashes”) “that cannot be 
changed without redoing the proof-of-work.”.
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How Blockchain Works

Centralized Ledger 

Fundamental Component of Blockchain is that it does not rely on a centralized ledger. 
Centralized ledgers require trust in the authority to properly maintain and secure it.

Distributed Ledger 

Every node on the peer-to-peer network has an exact copy of the ledger, which must be 
validated by all other peers on the network before an additional record can be added to 
the chain. Validation requires the information on each copy of the network to be 
accurate. Importantly, new nodes require those who create new blocks or “miners” to 
solve complex math equations. 

The theory is that a distributed ledger distributes trust among network participants, as 
opposed to a central authority, and more participants in the network leads to stronger 
overall trust. 
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How Blockchain Works: Another view
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Most Popular Application Presently: Cryptocurrencies

• The attraction to cryptocurrencies: stems from the financial crisis when people began to lose faith in the 
government and other institutions designed to protect the public’s common interests. Consequently, 
trust in bank and financial market regulation has progressively deteriorated. 

• Cryptocurrencies solve many problems, such as: 

• Banks are slow; no bank forms, orders, currency conversions, clearing, update to sender’s ledger, update to 
recipient’s ledger, etc. Blockchain effectively removes the middleman. The authentication of the sender’s account 
on the peer network is very quick, and once validated, the transaction is recorded on every single ledger on the 
network. Completion takes only seconds.

• Banks are expensive; there are no central processing fees. 

• Banks are subject to cybercrimes (hacking); everyone is familiar with the breaches at Equifax in 2017 affecting 143 
mm people, Adult Friend Finder in 2016 affecting 412 mm people, Anthem in 2015 affecting 78 mm people and 
Yahoo in 2013 affecting 3 billion users. Compared to banks, blockchain is more secure because it uses multi-
layered cryptography that requires supercomputers performing quantum computing. In addition, the breach of 
one “node” or record affects only that record and not the other nodes or records. 
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Cryptocurrency Example: Payment for Services

• Mark and Linda live in different countries with different currencies

• Mark wants to transfer cryptocurrency to Linda to pay for services rendered

• Linda sends him her address via link, QR Code, or other medium

• Mark initiates the transaction on his computer

• Within minutes, Mark’s digital “wallet” has a cryptocurrency address and a private key, which is sent to Cryptocurrency 
miners (those solving complex math equations to create new blocks)

• The miners use supercomputers to bundle into blocks all transactions that occur in a short amount of time (such as ten 
minutes)

• Using cryptography, the transactions are secure through what’s called “hashing”; for more information including videos on 
point, go here: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-hashing/

• A new block is created and added to the chain AFTER the miners validate the parties addresses and wallets and that they 
can send and receive funds and funds were not already used or transferred.

• Upon conclusion, the transaction is recorded in a block and added to the chain, a copy of which is on every peer computer 
on the network. It is not stored in just one place, and again, it cannot be altered.

• To alter Linda and Mark’s transaction on the chain requires altering all prior blocks AND making sure every copy of the 
block on the chain on all the peer computers is also altered, which is said to be impossible.
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Mark/Linda Cryptocurrency Example Illustration
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Practical Applications of Blockchain

• Financial (obviously) Memorable Application: 2010 someone paid for 
pizza using bitcoin in what ultimately amounted to a $197mm pizza in 
Bitcoin’s peak (or $66mm in Nov ‘18) 2

• Smart contracts (Ethereum) Smart contracts can:

• Function as ‘multi-signature’ accounts, so that funds are spent only when a 
required percentage of people agree

• Manage agreements between users, say, if one buys insurance from the other

• Provide utility to other contracts (similar to how a software library works)

• Store information about an application, such as domain registration 
information or membership records. 3
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More Practical Applications of Blockchain

• Government Elections 

• Our current voting system (i) is vulnerable to hacking, (ii) is generally run by a central institution, (iii) takes substantial time to register, visit polling location, 
wait in line, voting “secretly”, and waiting hours for the results, which are usually challenged, and (iv) requires substantial people to administer at all parts of 
the process. 

• Our current voting system also relies on the community’s trust of the voting system, which may be difficult in countries with large amounts of corruption and 
dictatorships. By using blockchain technology to change the voting system, many of these countries potentially could have free open elections with less fear 
of abuse and corruption.4

• Note – in 2018, West Virginia has utilized blockchain voting technology offered by Boston company, Voatz, to allow members of the military to vote 
anonymously on their smartphones. 5

• Estate Planning 

• There are at least a handful of companies that are exploring using blockchain technology in estate planning. For example:

• Proof of Existence allows users to notarize documents on a blockchain. There are several other companies who also claim to perform this service 
already. However, no user would want his or her actual document stored on a blockchain for all to see. Similar to a financial transaction, what is 
stored on a blockchain is not the identity of the participants in the transaction or the document itself, but rather a cryptographic digest of the 
information. This cryptographic digest of information is time-stamped on a blockchain and allows a user to later show to others the particular time-
stamped place in time that the document existed.

• Will and Testament Coin, Heir (who just launched their initial coin offering, or “ICO”), Blockchain Apparatus 

• These types of companies propose that one day, people will be able to register their will or trust on a blockchain, which would reduce will contests 
and an array of other issues after death. Additionally, developers propose that by using a smart contract with a specific protocol, trust distributions 
and payments could happen instantly upon the occurrence of an event (e.g., a trust distribution can be made to a particular beneficiary upon 
turning age 25). Developing these types of protocols, however, might be many years away, as there are numerous issues still to consider (e.g., how 
to hold a reserve for taxes, who would be considered the executor or trustee of digital trusts and estates).6

• And 17 other ways … 7
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II. Planning with Cryptocurrencies 
A. Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets 

Stored Communications Act • In General:

• Marshaling assets is a critical fiduciary duty. Marshaling traditional assets is challenging enough. 

• Digital assets (files, login username and passwords, encryption, local storage, cloud storage, etc.) can be quite the 
headache. 

• Federal privacy law and anti-hacking laws create further hurdles. 

• 1986 Stored Communications Act; part of the 1986 Electronic Communications Act – The SCA prohibits certain providers of 
public electronic communications services from disclosing the content of its users’ communications to a government or 
nongovernment entity (different rules apply to each) except under limited circumstances that are akin to the warrant required
under the Fourth Amendment. The SCA regulates the relationship between the government, internet service providers 
(“ISPs”), and users in two distinct ways: 

1. Limitations on Disclosure of Information of Subscribers. 

• An ISP may not disclose to the government any records concerning an account holder or the content of any 
electronic communications in the absence of an applicable exception, such as consent by the account holder.8

• Providers are permitted, but not required, to divulge non-content, such as the user’s name, address, 
connection records, IP address, and account information to a nongovernmental entity. 9 The subject line of an 
email has been held to be content protected by the SCA. 10
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II. Planning with Cryptocurrencies 
A. Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets

Stored Communications Act Continued..  

• 2. Limitations on Disclosure of Content of Communications. 

• SCA establishes limits on the provider’s ability to voluntarily disclose to the government or any other person 
or entity the content of communications, including photos, videos and posts). 11

• Provides that a provider of public electronic communications can voluntarily disclose the content of 
communications, but only if an exception applies.12 The relevant exception to fiduciaries permits (but doesn’t 
require) a provider to disclose communications content if the provider has the “lawful consent” of the 
“originator”, an addressee or intended subscriber. 13 While there is evidence that Congress intended to grant 
access to authorized agents such as personal representatives and trustees, providers have and continue to 
refuse access without a court order. 

• October 16, 2017 – Massachusetts Supreme Court holds that the SJC permits (but does not require) Yahoo!’s 
disclosure of the emails of the co-personal representative’s brother over 10 years prior. Ajemian v. Yahoo! – a 
10 year litigation with Yahoo!.
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II. Planning with Cryptocurrencies 
A. Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

• The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act criminalizes the unauthorized access of computer hardware and devices and the data 
stored thereon14: 

• “(a) Whoever— … (2) intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized access, and thereby 
obtains— … (C) information from any protected computer … shall be punished as provided in subsection (c) of this section.” 

• As reflected above, the act criminalizes two kinds of actions: accessing a computer without authorization or exceeding
authorization. 

• This includes obtaining information from emails or online accounts. “protected computer,” is defined as any computer 
connected to a government or financial institution as well as one “used in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce or 
communication.”15

• Every state has their own similar statute.16

• This presents a problem for fiduciaries who may inadvertently be violating this act.
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II. Planning with Cryptocurrencies 
B. Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access To Digital Assets Act

• The Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access To Digital Assets Act17 provides fiduciaries with limited but 
needed access to digital assets. 

• Just as with traditional assets, in order to access digital assets held by third-party service providers, in 
general, fiduciaries first must provide a written request, a copy of the will, trust or power of attorney, 
and information linking the digital account to the customer (i.e., the decedent or incapable person). 

• Revised UFADAA’s limited default authority over electronic communications content will penalize those 
who fail to plan for third-party access to their online accounts and digital assets. Likewise, advisors 
who fail to discuss digital assets and access with their clients will be hard pressed to explain that 
oversight.

• Sections 15(d) and (e) of Revised UFADAA confirm that a fiduciary is an authorized user of the decedent, 
protected person, principal or settlor’s property under applicable CFAA rules and confirms that a 
fiduciary with authority over devices can access digital assets and files on it and is an authorized user. 
This clearly authorizes fiduciaries to access private keys stored on electronic devices. 

• To our knowledge, no virtual currency wallet service, as yet, has created online tools (which are akin to 
designations) by which the user can grant third-party access. 
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Trust Funding
• Trust Funding: there is no legal impediment to funding a trust 

with virtual currency. However, it’s just not accepted by most 
custodians and trustees. In lieu thereof, a trustee or 
custodian could accept a USB device containing the wallet or 
accept the currency in the trustee’s wallet.

• Presently, Coinbase does not accept trust accounts as 
owners. However, they recently obtained a trust company 
license in NY to serve as a qualified custodian and qualify 
with SEC rules and regulations relating to custodians.
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Joint Transfer On Death Accounts

• Survivorship accounts are joint accounts described under 
state banking law. The key here is that these accounts by 
statute do not qualify as testamentary transfers subject to 
the statute of wills, and therefore, pass to the survivor of 
those named. 

• Without a similar statute enacted, pay on death designations 
for cryptocurrency will be subject to the statute of wills and 
be invalid. 

• It is not clear whether joint accounts will have a similar fate. 
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Fiduciary Duties
Uniform Prudent Investor Act

• The Uniform Prudent Investor Act was enacted in 44 states in 1994 (not in FL, 
GA, KY, LA, NY or PA).15

• The act specifies a trustee’s duties to manage trust assets.18

• It eliminates all restrictions by way of categories of investments so it does not 
mention virtual currency (Cryptocurrency) or any other asset class. 19

• Trustees must comply with the act unless excused by the trust.20

• The act emphasizes on a main theme of modern investment practice: risk v. 
return 
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Prudent Investor Rule

• A trustee shall invest and manage trust assets as a prudent investor would by 
considering the purpose, terms, distribution requirements and other 
circumstances of the trust, and in doing so, shall exercise reasonable care, skill 
and caution.21

• Under the act, the term “Management” includes the duty to monitor trust 
investments. 

• Duty to Diversify. A trustee shall diversify the investments of the trust unless 
the trustee reasonably determines that, because of special circumstances, the 
purposes of the trust are better served without diversifying.22
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How These Acts Impact Planning

• Communication: It’s important, not just because the rules of professional conduct require it, but to 
engage in comprehensive discussions with clients about the nature of their assets, bene designations on 
life insurance accounts and other qualified and nonqualified accounts, digital assets, such as 
cryptocurrencies, online accounts with currency and online accounts or exotic assets that have 
sentimental value.

• In our experience, clients don’t always know what to share and it’s our job to fish out all relevant and material 
information so we can do the best job we can. 

• Education: Many clients and their families are unaware of how accessing and marshaling tangible 
assets works. Digital assets, online accounts, cryptocurrencies, therefore, present a huge complexity to 
overcome. Without login information, digital wallets, private keys, encryption codes, logins to password 
aggregators that store codes, etc., it’s hard to do our job., 

• Grant of Authority in All Legal Documents: Just as a health care surrogate includes HIPAA consents 
and waivers, so should your powers of attorney, wills and trusts. Even if access using these documents is 
not yet well settled law, it’s prudent to include it so you’re maximizing the probability of locating, 
identifying and gaining access to the assets (not to mention reducing likelihood of getting sued for 
malpractice).
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THE BOTTOM LINE 

• Communicate with your clients not just about their deep dark worries 
and shiny goals, but also about the wide range of assets they could 
have that they don’t even realize could be a rabbit hole of disaster to 
their family later

• Educate your clients on the different types of assets that exist and the 
complexities of finding them, identifying them, and gaining access to 
them, especially as it relates to helping them achieve their goals.

• Build into your documents as much authority as possible to maximize
likelihood of finding assets, identifying assets, and gaining access to 
the assets, as well as minimizing risk of malpractice later.
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• Arguments for Currency

– Circulates

– Accepted as payment for goods

– Used and accepted as a medium of exchange

Currency or Property
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• IRS Ruling Notice 2014-21, 2014-16 IRB 938 

– Property not currency

– Analysis of Notice 2014-21

Currency or Property
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• Effects of Property Designations

– Gain or loss on use – capital or ordinary

– No like kind exchange

– Miner of bitcoins – self-employment income

– Investor versus trader

• Commodity – CFTC

• Security - SEC

Currency or Property
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• Employees paid in bitcoin – include FMV

of bitcoin in income

• Subject to normal information reporting and 

withholding

• Payor must file Form 1099-MISC if over $600

Use of Cryptocurrency
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• Purchase of goods using cryptocurrency

– Basis – gain or loss

• Income of miner – passive, service income, 

investment income, royalty income?

• Taxation of Air Drops and Forks

• Payment of state taxes

Use of Cryptocurrency
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• IRS Notice 2014-21, March 25, 2014

• IRS News Release IR-2018-71, 

March 23, 2018

• Audit procedures – Large 

Business & International Division

• Tax compliance Risks

IRS Activity
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• Tax evasion

– Coinbase subpoena

• Voluntary Disclosure – Form 14457

• IRPAC Public Report, October, 2018

• IRSAC Public Report,

November, 2018

• Open issues

IRS Activity
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• H.R. 3708 introduced on September 7, 2017 –

exclude de minimis gains  - up to $600

• H.R. 6973 introduced on September 28, 2018, 

the Safe Harbor for Taxpayers with Forked 

Assets Act of 2018

Pending Legislation
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• H.R. 7356, introduced on December 20, 2018, 

The Token Taxonomy Act

– Exclude digital tokens from definition of a security

– Direct SEC to enact regulatory changes regarding 

digital units secured through public key cryptography

– Allow virtual currencies in IRA

– Allow like kind exchanges of virtual currency

– Allow a de minimis exception for taxation of gains

Pending Legislation
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Federal Tax Aspects of Cryptocurrency

• H.R. 7361, introduced on December 20, 2018, 

would provide like kind exclusion treatment 

for exchanges of virtual currency

• Letter from 21 Congressmen on April 11, 2019 

requesting the IRS to issue guidance

Pending Legislation
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Agenda

• Identifying digital assets

• Client wishes and sample language

• Safeguarding digital assets

• Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital 
Assets Act

• Tips for fiduciaries: following TOS

• What’s next?
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Identifying Digital Assets
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Identifying Digital Assets

• Password-protected tangibles: mobile phones, computers, tablets

• Financial information: Bank accounts, Mint.com, Quicken

• Email accounts:   Email will also contain statement notification for financial accounts

• Cloud storage: Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive

• Social media: Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, WhatsApp

• Mobile and online accounts: Apple Pay, online shopping, gaming sites, 

rewards programs (frequent flier miles, LevelUp, etc.)

• Media: iTunes, Netflix, Amazon

• Cryptocurrencies and P2P payments:bitcoin, Ethereum, Paypal

• Intellectual property: blogs, domain names, websites, self-publishing, YouTube
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Client wishes – estate planning

• Does client want anyone to have access?  Fiduciary?  Digital PR?  

• Email: stored or deleted?  Client-dependent: same as tangibles?

• Note:  may be subject to CFAA and ECPA, and RUFADAA if adopted

• Online financial accounts: Fiduciaries’ chief concern

• Access to photos and videos: Dropbox, Google Drive, Instagram

• Does client want archived profile? Facebook “legacy” page

• Shutting down other accounts:  online shopping, gaming, AirBNB.

• May anyone else access digital media or rewards 
programs?  

• Cryptocurrency and P2P: Paypal will issue check for balance; Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies need unique key.

• Intellectual property: Should anyone operate or sell client’s blog or domain 
names?
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Safeguarding digital assets
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Safeguarding digital assets

• Under-the-mattress storage?  
• Protection from hackers? Travel issues

• Password protection: Dashlane, Lastpass, Keeper

• Access to photos and videos: Dropbox, Google Drive, 
Flickr

• Persistent or legacy accounts: Facebook “legacy” page.  
Deleting blog?

• Does client want archived account?
• Does the TOS allow archived account?

• Shutting down other accounts:  online shopping, etc. 

• Cryptocurrency: Private key, hardware wallet, tax reporting
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Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to 
Digital Assets Act (RUFADAA)
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Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access 
to Digital Assets Act (RUFADAA)

45

• “Final” version of Uniform Act approved July 2014

• BUT - industry opposition to enactment 

• Revised UFADAA approved by ULC July 2015

• Enacted in 42 states as of June 1, 2018 (not MA)

• Introduced in 4 additional states and DC

• Additional industry input in drafting

• More restrictive – opt-in instead of opt-out
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COMPARISON OF THE UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (ORIGINAL UFADAA), THE PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS 

AFTERLIFE  AND CHOICES ACT (PEAC ACT), AND THE REVISED UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (REVISED UFADAA) 

Issue Original UFADAA PEAC  Act Revised UFADAA 

Agent’s access to other 
digital assets. 

Permitted under a 
grant of general or 
specific authority. 

Not
addressed. 

Permitted under a grant of 
general or specific 
authority. Custodian may 
require specific 
identification of the 
account and evidence 
linking the account to the 
principal. 

Trustee’s access to the 
contents of electronic 
communications of a trust 
account. 

Permitted unless 
prohibited by the user, 
trust, or court. 

Not 
addressed. 

Permitted when trustee is 
the original user. Also 
permitted when the 
trustee is not the original 
user if authorized by the 
trust. Custodian may 
require specific 
identification of the 
account and evidence 
linking the account to the 
trust. 

Trustee’s access to other 
digital assets of the trust. 

Permitted unless 
prohibited by the user, 
trust, or court. 

Not 
addressed. 

Permitted unless 
prohibited by the user, 
trust, or court. 
Custodian may require 
specific identification of 
the account and 
evidence linking the 
account to the trust. 

•2 
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COMPARISON OF THE UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (ORIGINAL UFADAA), THE PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS 

AFTERLIFE AND CHOICES ACT (PEAC ACT), AND THE REVISED UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (REVISED UFADAA) 

Issue Original UFADAA PEAC Act 
Revised  
UFADAA

Effect of boilerplate term-of-
service prohibiting fiduciary 
access. 

A blanket prohibition on
fiduciary access is void as 
against public policy. 

Not specifically 
addressed, but terms of 
service arguably 
enforceable by the 
reference to “other 
applicable law” (i.e. 
contract law) in Sec. 3(c). 

Three tiered approach:    
1.  A user’s direction 
using an online tool 
prevails over an offline 
direction and over the 
terms-of-service if the 
direction can be modified 
or deleted at all times.
2.  A user’s direction in a         

will, trust, power of attorney,                                            
or other record prevails over 
the boilerplate terms-of-
service. 

3.  If a user provides no 
direction, the terms-of-service 
control, or other law controls 
if the terms-of-service are 
silent on fiduciary access.

Effect of other terms-of-
service. 

Not addressed. Recipient has no greater 
rights than the user. 

Unless they conflict with 
a user’s direction, terms-
of-service are preserved 
and the fiduciary has no 
greater rights than the 
user. 
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•COMPARISON OF THE UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (ORIGINAL UFADAA), THE PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS AFTERLIFE 

AND CHOICES ACT (PEAC ACT), AND THE REVISED UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (REVISED UFADAA) 

Issue Original UFADAA PEAC Act Revised UFADAA 
Procedure for disclosing digital 

assets. 

Not addressed, but use of 

the term “access” 

throughout the act arguably 

contemplates the fiduciary 

logging on to the user’s 

account. 

Provider not required to 

allow a requesting party to 

assume control of a 

deceased user’s account. 

The custodian has three 

options for disclosing digital 

assets: 

1. Allow the requestor to 

access the user’s account.

2. Allow the requestor to 

partially access the user’s 

account if sufficient to 

perform the necessary 

tasks. 

3. Provide the requestor with 

a “data dump” of all digital 

assets held in the account. 
Administrative fees. Not addressed. Not addressed. A custodian may assess a 

reasonable administrative 

charge for the cost of 

disclosing a user’s digital 

assets. 
Deleted assets. Not addressed. Deleted assets need not be 

disclosed. 

Deleted assets need not be 

disclosed. 
Unduly burdensome requests. Not addressed. Court shall quash an unduly 

burdensome order. 

A request for some, but not 

all, of a user’s digital assets 

need not be fulfilled if 

segregation is unduly 

burdensome. Instead, either 

party may petition the court 

for further instructions. 
Fiduciary duties. Incorporated by a 

generic reference to 

“other law.” 

Not addressed. Expressly incorporated. 
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•COMPARISON OF THE UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (ORIGINAL UFADAA), THE PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS AFTERLIFE 

AND CHOICES ACT (PEAC ACT), AND THE REVISED UNIFORM FIDUCIARY ACCESS TO DIGITAL ASSETS ACT (REVISED UFADAA) 

Issue Original UFADAA PEAC Act Revised UFADAA 

Account termination. Not addressed. Not addressed. If termination would not 
violate a fiduciary duty, the 
fiduciary may request 
account termination rather 
than disclosure of assets. A 
custodian may require 
specific identification of the 
account and evidence 
linking the account to the 
user. 

Joint accounts. Not addressed. Custodian need not 
disclose if aware of any 
lawful access to the 
account following the 
death of the user. 

Custodian need not disclose 
if aware of any lawful 
access to the account after 
receipt of the disclosure 
request. 

Timely compliance. Required within [60] days, 
or fiduciary may request an 
order of compliance. 

Not addressed. Required within [60] days, 
or fiduciary may request an 
order of compliance. The 
order must contain a 
finding that disclosure does 
not violate 18 U.S.C. §
2702. 

Custodian immunity. Custodian is immune 
from liability for an act 
or omission done in 
good faith compliance 
with the act. 

Custodian not liable for 
compliance in good faith 
with a court order issued 
pursuant to the act. 

Custodian is immune 
from liability for an act 
or omission done in 
good faith compliance 
with the act. 
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Tips for fiduciaries: following TOS
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Tips for fiduciaries: following TOS

• Facebook: Legacy contact
• User can request deletion of profile  upon user’s death or designate legacy contact . 

If no legacy contact is named, account is locked when Facebook is notified of death.

• Google:  Inactive Account Manager
• Gmail, google drive, etc.  May provide access to data if user has so requested; 

manager can download data for 3 months after notification.

• Twitter:  deactivate only
• Request to deactivate may come from PR or “verified immediate family member”; 

can only request deletion of account or removal of photos, and Twitter “may not 
honor every request.”

• Yahoo:  close account only
• Stay tuned for further developments in the Ajemian case.  Yahoo maintains that 

TOS does not allow access to contents of email – instead account will be terminated 
and contents “permanently deleted.” 

• Instagram: memorialize or delete
• Upon notification of death, memorializing account locks it, cannot be edited.  

“Verified immediate family members” may request removal; may be a PR  or family 
member.
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What’s next?

• Keep an active list of digital assets as 
assets change over time

• Clients should know where passwords are
• Clients’ and fiduciaries’ interests may be 

in conflict
• Professional fiduciaries have fewer 

options (especially if no RUFADAA)
• RUFADAA: look for litigation under the 

statute where adopted
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